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ABSTRACT: A complex mechanism characterizes the water uptake kinetics in hydrogels,
as a consequence of the strong structural changes occurring in the material during the
sorption process. The water sorption involves the transformation of a glassy, moderately
crosslinked polymer in a rubbery material. In this study, the changes in the ultrasonic
attenuation and velocity in crosslinked poly(2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate) [poly-
(HEMA)] hydrogel films during water sorption are measured by scanning laser acoustic
microscopy (SLAM) and a pulse–echo system. In particular, the pulse–echo technique
provides additional valuable information, thanks to its capability for monitoring the
position of the swollen/unswollen fronts during water sorption. The evolution of the
attenuation observed by SLAM is analyzed in terms of reflections on macroscopic dis-
continuities and absorption mechanisms. Finally, the propagation of ultrasonic waves
acts as a dynamic mechanical test of the material; and, therefore, the measured longitu-
dinal velocity and ultrasonic attenuation are applied to the calculation of the storage
bulk longitudinal modulus of the poly(HEMA) hydrogels during water sorption. q 1998
John Wiley & Sons, Inc. J Appl Polym Sci 67: 823–831, 1998
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INTRODUCTION through the hydrogel. Furthermore, ultrasonic
waves act as a high-frequency dynamic–mechani-
cal deformation applied to the material; and theThe kinetics of water sorption in dry hydrogel

films is characterized by the swelling of the glassy acoustic attenuation and velocity may be used for
the calculation of both the loss and storage bulkmatrix in correspondence of two fronts moving

from the sample boundaries towards the center moduli and the loss factor of the hydrogel during
water sorption.4–6 In particular, the acoustic at-and separating a glassy core from two external

rubbery regions. Water acts as a plasticizer, re- tenuation is a measure of the energy loss as the
wave travels through the polymer and is directlyducing the glass transition temperature (Tg ) of

the polymer below the sorption temperature and correlated with the loss factor.
The evolution of the attenuation during waterdetermining a glass transition in the polymer.1–3

The discontinuity in the material properties at sorption in poly (hydroxyethil methacrylate )
[poly(HEMA)] hydrogels measured by scanningthe glassy–rubbery fronts is responsible for the

reflections of the elastic waves propagating laser acoustic microscopy (SLAM) is presented in
previous papers.7,8 The behavior was qualitatively
analyzed in terms of reflections at the external
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boundaries of the sample and at the two swollen/
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824 MAFFEZZOLI ET AL.

and in terms of absorption mechanism. The quali- SLAM Measurements
tative comparison of the reflection function with

Ultrasonic wave attenuation is measured by athe experimental data indicated that the absorp-
SLAM 2160 system manufactured by Sonoscan,tion mechanism dominates the time dependence
Chicago, IL. The SLAM system uses a piezoelec-of attenuation. It must be considered that the ki-
tric transducer to produce plane continuous ultra-netics of water sorption in dry hydrogels deter-
sonic waves at the frequencies of 10 and 30 MHzmines a glass transition in the polymer at the
and a scanning laser beam to detect the amplitudeswollen/unswollen fronts and that a strong en-
of the ultrasonic waves after their propagationergy absorption occurs in correspondence of a Tg
inside the sample. Absorption, scattering, or re-in a polymer subject to a dynamic deformation.
flection of the ultrasonic waves crossing the sam-The energy absorption at Tg is observed in dy-
ple are due to changes of the elastic properties andnamic mechanical experiments as a peak in the
of the density of the sample. Acoustic attenuationloss factor or in the damping factor; in dielectric
measurements are made by means of a compari-experiments as a peak in the dielectric loss; and,
son technique. Having the sample in place andfinally, in acoustic wave propagation as a peak in
the acoustic image displayed on the CRT, the ap-the acoustic attenuation. In the former works7,8

propriate region of interest is selected. The rela-the time dependence of acoustic velocity, mea-
tive image brightness in this region, compared tosured by a pulse–echo system, was also pre-
that when no material is present, is a measure ofsented. The velocity showed a continuous de-
the attenuation.crease as the mechanical properties and the den-

sity of the hydrogel changed from that of a glass
to that of a rubber during water sorption.

In this work, the potential of pulse–echo mea- Pulse–Echo Measurements
surements for monitoring the swollen/unswollen

The longitudinal velocity and the ultrasonic wavefront position during water sorption in poly-
attenuation during the water absorption are also(HEMA) hydrogels is reported. The relative
measured by pulse–echo measurements at thechanges in the ultrasonic attenuation and velocity
frequencies of 20 MHz by using a Panametricsmeasured by SLAM and the pulse–echo technique,
560A1-ST system connected with an oscilloscoperespectively, are applied to the quantitative deter-
Philips PM3323.mination of the contributions of reflection and ab-

It must be highlighted that the SLAM systemsorption mechanisms to the measured attenuation.
operates in a transmission mode: a transducerFinally, the potential of ultrasonic measurements
produces the ultrasonic waves on one side of theas an in situ and nondestructive dynamic mechani-
sample, and a laser system detects the waves oncal analysis technique is analyzed.
the other side. On the other hand, in the pulse–
echo system, the piezoelectric transducer, produc-
ing a pulsed plane ultrasonic wave, operates also
as a receiver (reflection mode) of the echoes oc-EXPERIMENTAL
curring in correspondence of any eventual macro-
scopic discontinuity across the sample.

The poly(HEMA) hydrogel films are prepared as
already reported in a former article.7 Each sample
of constant thickness was cut in three parts used TMA Measurements
for each of the three types of measurements per-
formed. Thickness measurements are performed on a

sample of the same thickness of the ones used inAfter drying, the samples under vacuum at
907C for 12 h, ultrasonic and thickness measure- the ultrasonic characterization by means of Ther-

momechanical analyzer (TMA) 402 manufac-ments during water sorption are performed by im-
mersion of the samples in distilled water (used tured by Netzsch (Selb, Germany). In order to

avoid the penetration of the TMA probe into thealso as a coupling fluid for ultrasonic waves trans-
mission) at a constant temperature of 257C. Since rubbery film, a net characterized by a large mesh

is placed between the sample and the probe. Thethe samples are characterized by a thin film geom-
etry (with an aspect ratio larger than 20 : 1), a measurements are carried out keeping the poly-

(HEMA) film into the water at the same tempera-one-dimensional water sorption process is as-
sumed. ture used for the ultrasonic characterization.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION dry core disappears; and only two reflections at
the two sample boundaries are detected. Compar-
ing parts (a)–(c) of Figure 1, it is evident that theFronts Position and Velocity Measurements
flight times corresponding to the fourth reflection

The analysis of water sorption by the pulse–echo becomes higher as the sorption time increases.
system provides further valuable information The longitudinal velocity, calculated taking into
with respect to the ones presented in the former account even the increase of the thickness mea-
articles.7,8 The hard copy of the oscilloscope, re- sured by TMA (Fig. 3), decreases as the rubbery
porting the amplitude of the reflected wave as a phase in the film becomes thicker.
function of the flight time (that represents the The ultrasonic velocity can be calculated with
time that the wave pulse needs to reach a discon- respect of each of the reflections occurring at the
tinuity and to return back to the transducer) is discontinuities in the sample. An average velocity
shown in Figure 1(a–c) at different sorption va is obtained combining the flight time tf of the
times. Figure 1(a) clearly shows that reflections fourth reflection [Fig. 1(a)] , corresponding to a
occur during water sorption at the two moving wave that travels throughout the sample, with
swollen/unswollen interfaces. In Figure 1(a), the thickness changes measured by TMA (Fig. 3),
four echoes are clearly shown. The first one occurs as follows:
at the boundary of the sample when the ultrasonic
pulse goes from the water into the sample. The va Å 2h (t ) /tf (2)
two fronts between the rubbery boundaries and
the glassy core, during water sorption in poly-

where h (t ) is the time-dependent sample thick-(HEMA), are responsible for the second and third
ness. va as a function of the sorption time, re-reflections of the ultrasonic waves. Finally, the
ported in Figure 4, shows a continuous decreasefourth echo occurs at the sample boundary on the
up to the saturation as the elastic properties ofopposite side of the transducer. A sketch of water
the glassy polymer move towards the ones of asorption process in poly(HEMA) hydrogels and
soft rubbery material. A lack of data close to thethe multiple reflections occurring during propaga-
time instant in which the glassy core disappearstion of ultrasonic wave are reported in Figure 2.
is due to interference phenomena between theThe attenuation is qualitatively observed as a
echoes.reduction of the absolute value of the reflection

The ultrasonic velocity in the swollen rubberypeaks as the ultrasonic pulse goes through the
polymer before the glassy core disappears coulddifferent discontinuities across the material.
also be calculated by using the second echo of Fig-From Figure 1(a) is also evident the change of
ure 1(a,b). However, it is necessary to establishphase of the acoustic signal occurring when the
the time dependence of the thickness of the firstwave travels from the glassy core to the second
rubbery layer.rubbery portion of the sample. This phase change

Two positions (x direction) are definitelyis the consequence of the transmission of the wave
known for the swollen/unswollen front closer tofrom a material characterized by a high acoustic
the transducer, as follows:impedance, the glassy hydrogel core, to a material

characterized by a low acoustic impedance, the
for t Å 0 x Å 0 (3)rubbery swollen external part of the sample film.9

The acoustic impedance of a material Z is given for t Å tr x Å h /2 (4)
by the product of the density r and of the charac-
teristic sound velocity v , as follows: where tr is the time corresponding to the disap-

pearance of the glassy core and, hence, of the two
Z Å rv (1) central peaks; and x the coordinate along the

thickness. Two limiting behaviors, as follows, may
As the two swollen/unswollen fronts move to- be assumed between these two points:

wards the center of the sample, the second and
third reflections overlap [Fig. 1(b)] and cannot x Å kt (5)
be distinguished anymore. This occurs when the

x Å kt0.5 (6)thickness of the dry glassy core of the sample re-
duces to a value comparable to that of ultrasonic
wavelength. In Figure 1(c) , corresponding to a Equation (5) corresponds to the case II sorption

process, while eq. (6) to a Fickian behavior.1,10,11sorption time close to the sample saturation, the
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Figure 1 Acoustic signal visualized on the oscilloscope at three different times during
the advancements of the fronts in a 0.86-mm-thick sample.

The velocity obtained applying eqs. (5) and (6) 1700 m/s is obtained applying eq. (6). These re-
sults suggest that the advancement of the swol-are reported in Figure 5. Taking into account that

the acoustic velocity in water is about 1490 m/s, len/unswollen fronts follows a square root depen-
dence on the sorption time and, hence, an appar-it is evident that the values obtained using eq. (5)

have no physical meaning. On the other hand, a ent Fickian behavior. Although the strong
polymer–water specific interaction occurring inconstant value of the ultrasonic velocity of about
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WATER SORPTION IN POLY(HEMA) HYDROGELS 827

Figure 4 Ultrasonic longitudinal velocity for the
0.45- and 0.86-mm-thick samples as a function of theFigure 2 Sketch of a poly(HEMA) film indicating the
sorption time.different stages of the water sorption process.

Attenuation Measurementshydrogels should generally lead to a case II sorp-
tion behavior,10,11 the normalized weight gain The insertion losses a* through a given sample
data show a linear dependence on t0.5 . This behav- are measured by SLAM experiments as the ratio
ior is usually explained assuming that the water between the amplitude of the acoustic wave going
dissolution in the swollen rubbery matrix, gov- into the sample Ao and the amplitude AT transmit-
erned by a Fickian behavior, is the rate-limiting ted on the opposite side of the sample. Usually a*
step.1–3,12,13 is measured in decibel (dB) as follows9:

It should be noted that the ultrasonic velocity
and, hence the elastic properties of the polymer, a* Å 10 Log[(Ao /AT ) ] (7)
abruptly decreases from the value of 3000 m/s of
the glass to about 1800 m/s of the rubber across SLAM experiments were applied to the deter-
the swollen/unswollen front. Furthermore, the mination of the insertion losses of poly(HEMA)
calculated velocity of Figure 5 for the rubbery por- samples, with different thicknesses, during water
tion of the water-absorbing hydrogel is very close sorption, as shown in Figure (6). The measure-
to the value of va (Fig. 4) calculated when the ments performed on the 0.45 mm thick sample
material is saturated. Then, va represents an av- are characterized by an attenuation peak, while
erage value for a multilayer system and is essen- a plateau is observed in Figure (6) for the thicker
tially affected by the thickness of the glassy core. sample. In both cases, after an initial increase,

Figure 3 Hydrogel swelling measured by TMA dur- Figure 5 Ultrasonic velocity calculated in the swollen
portion of the hydrogel using eqs. (5) and (6).ing water sorption for samples 0.45 and 0.86 mm thick.
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AT /Ao Å (1 0 Rhw) (1 0 Rsu ) (1 0 Rus)

1 (1 0 Rwh )exp[0ahh (t ) ] (9)

where Rsu and Rus are the reflection coefficients
at the swollen–unswollen and unswollen–swol-
len interfaces, respectively. The absorption com-
ponent of the attenuation coefficient ah may be
calculated from eqs. (8) and (9) once the Rij are
calculated as a function of the acoustic impedance.
The functions Rij in eqs. (8) and (9) are calculated
assuming that the ultrasonic velocity is 3000 m/
s in the dry material, 1800 m/s (Fig. 4) in the
rubbery material during the front advancement;

Figure 6 Total ultrasonic attenuation for the 0.45-
and 1600 m/s in the saturated hydrogel. The at-and 0.86-mm-thick samples as a function of the sorp-
tenuation is obtained from eqs. (8) or (9) duringtion time.
water sorption, depending on the number of inter-
faces encountered on the transmission path by
the acoustic waves. In particular, ah is calculated
using eq. (8) at time t Å 0 for the dry hydrogel,the ultrasonic attenuation drops to its lowest
then using eq. (9) until the attenuation reachesvalue when the hydrogel is saturated. It should
the maximum (17 min for the data of Fig. 6). Forbe noted that, as mentioned in the experimental
the last part of the experiment, ah is calculatedsection, SLAM data must be considered in terms
using again eq. (8), applied to the swollen hy-of relative changes.
drogel. In other words, the attenuation is calcu-The dependence of the insertion losses a* from
lated first using eq. (8); then eq. (9); and, finallythe water sorption was interpreted in terms of
again, eq. (8), assuming that the two central dis-reflection, scattering, and absorption mechanisms
continuities suddenly disappear in correspon-in previous works.7,8 However, the scattering con-
dence of the maximum of a* in Figure 6. However,tribution was already analyzed and considered
this is a quite rough approximation of the realnegligible. On the other hand, further considera-
process since, as shown in Figure 1, the two cen-tions have to be done on the reflection and absorp-
tral echoes first overlap and then disappear in ation contributions. In SLAM experiments, the ra-
finite time interval; and, hence, the correspondingtio between the amplitude AT of the acoustic wave
reflections decrease slowly as the glassy coretransmitted through the sample and the ampli-
reaches a thickness of the same order of the wave-tude of the wave entering into the sample on the
length.opposite side Ao is given by a combination of re-

The transmitted fraction of the acoustic wavesflections and absorption effects. When the hy-
depends on two distinct contributions: reflectionsdrogel is dry or fully rubbery, the reflections may
at each interface, and material absorption. In or-occur only at the hydrogel boundaries; and the
der to compare these contributions using homoge-ratio AT /Ao is given by
neous quantities, the transmitted fraction arising
from the contribution of the reflections, (AT /Ao )Ti ,

AT /Ao Å (1 0 Rwh) (1 0 Rhw )exp[0ahh (t ) ] (8) is calculated for a single or triple layer sample,
respectively, as follows:

where Rwh and Rhw are the reflection coefficients
at the water–hydrogel and hydrogel–water (AT /Ao )T 1 Å (1 0 Rhw ) (1 0 Rwh) (10)
boundaries, respectively, calculated from their

(AT /Ao )T 2 Å (1 0 Rhw ) (1 0 Rsu )acoustic impedances 6,8 ; ah is the absorption
component of the attenuation coefficient; and

1 (1 0 Rus ) (1 0 Rwh) (11)h ( t ) is the sample thickness, dependent on the
sorption time (Fig. 1) . At the beginning of the
water sorption process, the two additional inter- Once ah is calculated from eqs. (8) and (9), as

described above, the transmitted fraction arisingfaces between the swollen and unswollen hy-
drogel must be considered; and eq. (8 ) is modi- from the contribution of absorption (AT /Ao )a is

given byfied as follows:
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WATER SORPTION IN POLY(HEMA) HYDROGELS 829

Figure 7 Comparison of the relative contributions of reflections and absorption to
the total losses for a 0.45-mm-thick sample as a function of the sorption time.

Therefore, the effect of water sorption on the(AT /Ao )a Å exp[0ahh (t ) ] (12)
attenuation coefficient is related to the develop-
ment of two regions, where a glass–rubber transi-Now the correspondent reflected and absorbed
tion occurs. When the two swollen rubbery layersfraction for each mechanism, represented by 1
are formed, more water is absorbed in the rubbery0 (AT /Ao )T 1 or 1 0 (AT /Ao )T 2 , and by 1 0 (AT /
phase, according to a Fickian mechanism.1–3,11–13Ao )a , respectively, are compared with the total
For the thicker sample, the attenuation, after thelosses, 1 0 AT /Ao , given by eqs. (8) or (9), in
initial increase, levels to a constant value, corre-Figure 7, for the 0.45 mm thick sample. As shown
sponding to the development of two moving re-in this figure, the two terms 1 0 AT /Ao and 1
gions of constant thickness, undergoing a glass0 (AT /Ao )a , presenting the same time dependence
transition and crossing the sample from theof a* in Figure 6, are very close and assume almost
boundaries toward the center, as shown in Figureequal values when the glassy core disappears; and
6. In this last case, the thickness of the regionsthe reflections drop to very small values. The very
undergoing the glass transition is lower than thelimited reflections occurring in the last part of the
half-thickness of the sample (i.e., 0.43 mm). Whensorption process depend on the very close values
the glassy core disappears, as detected by theof the acoustic impedances of the water and of the
pulse–echo method, the glass–rubber transitionswollen hydrogel. The comparison of the relative
is completed throughout the thickness; and watervalues of 1 0 AT /Ao , 1 0 (AT /Ao )Ti , and 1 0 (AT /
is absorbed only in the swollen rubbery matrix.Ao )a indicates that the evolution of the total atten-
Finally, the ultrasonic attenuation decreases to auation reported in Figure 6 must be essentially
final value lower than the initial one as the acous-attributed to an energy absorption mechanism,
tic impedances of the water and of the swollenoccurring as a consequence of the glass transition
hydrogel become very close.induced by the plasticizing action of the water,

rather than to the reflections at the additional
swollen–unswollen interfaces. The difference be- Dynamic Mechanical Behavior
tween the initial and maximum values of inser-
tion losses in Figure 6 is the same for both thick- The measurements of ultrasonic velocity and at-

tenuation may be used for the calculation of thenesses. This further indicates that the relative
change in the attenuation must be attributed to storage (M * ) and loss (M 9 ) bulk longitudinal mod-

uli.4–6 M * and M 9 may be calculated according toa solvent-activated glass transition independently
from the sample thickness. the following equations6:
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the two different sample thicknesses as a function
of the sorption time. The fast decrease of M * in
Figure 8 may be essentially attributed to the dra-
matic decrease of G * occurring when a rubbery
soft phase appears at the beginning of the water
sorption process [eq. (14)] . The decrease of K *
across the glass transition is usually quite small6 ;
while M * reduces of about five times, indicating
that the change in G * dominates the evolution
of M *. Therefore, the final values of M * may be
considered as a measure of the bulk modulus of
the hydrogels.

Figure 8 Storage modulus for the 0.45- and 0.86-
CONCLUSIONSmm-thick samples as a function of the sorption time.

In this study, the evolution of the acoustic attenu-
ation and velocity during water sorption of a poly-
(HEMA) hydrogel has been monitored. In particu-
lar, the pulse–echo technique is applied to the
monitoring of the swollen–unswollen fronts posi-M * Å

rv2
aF1 0 Sahl

2p D
2G

F1 / Sahl

2p D
2G2 (12)

tion during water sorption. The calculation of ul-
trasonic velocity in the swollen portion of the hy-
drogel leads to the conclusion that the advance-
ment of the swollen–unswollen fronts follows a
square root dependence on the sorption time ac-
cording to an apparent Fickian behavior. The evo-M 9 Å

2rv2
aSahl

2p D
F1 / Sahl

2p D
2G2 (13)

lution of the attenuation observed by SLAM is
analyzed in terms of reflections on macroscopic
discontinuities and absorption mechanisms. The
quantitative comparison of the contributions of

where r is the material density; l is the wave- absorption and reflections indicated that the ab-
length, given by l Å va / f as a function of the fre- sorption mechanisms are largely responsible for
quency f ; and ah is calculated from eqs. (8) and the time dependence of the total attenuation.
(9), as indicated in the former paragraph. These Moreover, the propagation of ultrasonic waves
moduli are related to the bulk (K * and K 9 ) and acts as a dynamic mechanical test of the material;
shear (G * and G 9 ) moduli,6 as follows: therefore, the measured longitudinal velocity and

ultrasonic attenuation may be applied to the cal-
M * Å K * / 4

3G * (14) culation of the storage and loss bulk longitudinal
moduli of an hydrogel during water sorption. In

M 9 Å K 9 / 4
3G 9 (15) particular, the modulus M * for soft materials like

swollen hydrogels is a measure of their bulk mod-
ulus.M * corresponds to the stiffness of a deformed

system, changing its dimensions in one direction; The measurements of the evolution of acoustic
attenuation during water sorption in a hydrogelwhile, in the other two directions, the dimensions

are constrained to be constant. For a soft rubbery show a strong potential in the field of controlled
release of drugs. In devices activated and con-material, K * @ G *, and M * may be considered

equal to the bulk modulus;6 but K 9 and G 9 may trolled by solvents, the environmental fluid pene-
trates the matrix that swells the polymer andbe of the same order of magnitude, and the effect

of G 9 may not be neglected. The changes of M * allows the drug contained in it to diffuse through
the polymer. The rate of release depends on theand M 9 as a function of the temperature or of the

frequency are not easily interpreted6 as a conse- swelling kinetics and therefore on the rate of ad-
vancement of the glass-rubber front through thequence of their complex nature, arising from the

combination of bulk and shear moduli. M * is cal- hydrogel. This technique, representing a nonde-
structive tool for the detection of the movingculated from eq. (12) and reported in Figure 8 for
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fronts, may be applied to the study of the solvent G 9 loss shear modulus
K * storage bulk modulusactivated–controlled devices for drug release.
K 9 loss bulk modulus
M * storage bulk longitudinal modulusThe authors thank the Panametrics Co., which supplied
M 9 loss bulk longitudinal modulusthe pulse–echo probe, and Dr. R. Terzi and M. Schioppa
l ultrasonic wavelengthfor the thickness measurements.
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